
Added cards to 5 
player games

2 to 5 players  •  45 minutes
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Tour preparation 

1. Dwarves Entrance 
  .Place X cards of the current Age in each Tavern ٭
X = number of Elvalands. 

2. Bids 
 .Place your coins face down on each Tavern location ٭

Taverns resolution 

1. Bid Revelation 
  Reveal your coin on the corresponding ٭
Tavern location. 
  The highest value coin determines ٭
the active Elvaland. 
Ties are separated by the gems. 

2. Active Elvaland Turn 
 .Choose a card of the tavern being resolved ٭
 .Recruit a Hero card (if conditions are met) ٭
 .Swap coins if you played your value 0 coin ٭

Next Elvaland turn determined by decreasing 
order of coins, or by gems in the event of a tie. 

3. Trading gems 
When each Elvaland has played, proceed  
to the trading of gems between the Elvalands 
tied for a given coin value.  
Then proceed to the resolution of the next Tavern. 

Go back to 1. Bid revelations.

Next turn
When all Taverns have been resolved, pick up your coins  
and move on to the next turn. Explorers

Their Bravery Value is equal to the sum of their  
Bravery Points. 

Miners
Their Bravery Value is equal to the sum  
of their Bravery Points multiplied by the number  
of ranks in their column. 

Warriors 
Their Bravery Value is equal to the sum  
of their Bravery Points, to which the Elvaland  
who gets majority in ranks in the Warrior column,  
add his coin of highest value. In case of a tie,  
all tied Elvalands add their highest value coin  
to their Warrior Bravery Value.

Hunters
Their Bravery Value is equal to the number of Hunters 
squared. To make counting easier, refer to the box  
on your individual board in front of the last rank  
of this column. 

Determine the Bravery Value of each class 

Blacksmiths 
Their Bravery Value is a mathematical sequence  
(+3, +4, +5, +6, ...).To make counting easier, refer  
to the box on your individual board in front of the last 
rank of this column. 

Bravery Points for Blacksmiths and Hunters
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Neutral Heroes

Dwerg the 5 brothers 
Add X points to your final Bravery Value. 
X depends on the number of recruited brothers: 

Several players can embark on this strategy. 

13 40 81 108 135

Skaa the Unfathomable 
Add 17 points to your final Bravery Value. 

Astrid la Fortunée
Add X points to your final Bravery Value. 
X is the value of the largest coin you own.

Grid the Mercantile 
Add 7 points to your final Bravery Value. 
When you recruit her, immediately add +7 to one  
of your coins.

Uline the Seer 
It adds 9 pts to your final Bravery Value.
When you choose Uline, take all your unrevealed coins from 
your taverns, as well as the coins in your pouch.
Each turn, wait for the other Elvaland to reveal their coins, 
then choose yours and place it on the tavern being resolved.
In case of a coin trade, choose two coins from your hand  
to make the exchange and then take the newly acquired coin 
from your hand. You can use it on the next tavern if you wish.
In case of coin transformation: choose a coin from your hand 
or a coin from your board. The newly acquired coin replace  
the coin exchanged (in your hand or on your board).

Ylud the Unpredictable 
Place it in your Command Zone.  
At the end of Age 1, before resolving Distinctions, place it  
in the column of your choice.
At the end of Age 2, you can change Ylud column before  
the Bravery points are counted.
Ylud’s rank counts as a rank in the class (column) in which  
it is located.
It earns a number of Bravery Points depending on the class 
(column) it is in at the time the Final Bravery Value  
are counted.

Thrud the Headhunter 
Place it in a column of your army.
Thrud can never be covered. When you need to place a card  
on her, take her in your hand, place the acquired card  
in the column in question and place Thrud in the column  
of your choice (the same or a different one).
Thrud counts as a rank in the class (column) in which  
it is located.
At the end of Age 2, before the final count, place it in your 
Command Zone.  
It adds 13 points to your final Bravery Value.

Warrior Heroes

Kraal the Venal 
Has 2 ranks. 
Add 7 and 0 points to your Warrior Bravery Value. 

Tarah Lethal Strike 
Has 1 rank. 
Add 14 points to your Warrior Bravery Value. 

Hunter Heroes

Aral Eagle Claws
Has 2 ranks.

Dagda the Explosive 
Has 3 ranks.
Immediately place Dagda in your Hunter column,  
and immediately discard the last Dwarf card of your choosing 
from two other columns in your army. The two columns  
must be different.

Blacksmith Heroes

Aëgur Fist of Steel 
Has 2 ranks.

Bonfur the Tyrannical 
Has 3 ranks.
Immediately place Bonfur in your Blacksmith column,  
and immediately discard the last Dwarf card of your choosing 
from another of your columns. 

Miner Heroes

Zoral the Foreman 
Has 3 ranks.
Adds 1, 0, and 0 Bravery Points to the sum of Miners. 

Lokdur Greedy Heart
Has 1 rank.
Add 3 Bravery Points to the sum of the Miners. 

Explorer Herores

Hourya the Elusive 
Has 1 rank. 
Add 20 points to your Explorers Bravery Value. 
You need to have 5 ranks in the Explorer column in your army  
in order to recruit her. 

Idunn the Furtive 
Has 1 rank. 
Add 7 points to your Explorer Bravery Value plus 2 points  
per present rank in this column, including her own.


